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1. Motivation
- Large software applications benefit from automated exploration and testing.
- Unassisted symbolic execution is easy to use and general purpose.
- Symbolic execution is easy to describe, but what about implementation?
- A natural complement to Haskell’s language design.

2. Workflow
- Haskell Source
- Extraction
- Core Haskell
- Translation
- G2
- Execution

3. Symbolic Execution

Sample function:

```haskell
> func a b c =
>   if (a + b < c) then a + b
>   else if (c < 5) then b + c
>   else a + c
```

Corresponding execution tree:

```
max Symbol x Symbol y
```

Branching at conditional statements.

4. Graph Reduction
Lazy purely functional programs can be seen as graphs.
Variables act as pointers (edges) to other functions (vertices).
Our graph reduction strategy is inspired by the Glasgow Haskell Compiler’s strategy, but adapted to work with symbolic values.

```
> max :: Int -> Int -> Int
> Max a b = if a > b then a else b
```

```
Leftmost outermost reductions are repeatedly performed until in Weak Head Normal Form (a constructor, built-in function, or lambda expression).
```

```
Symbolic execution requires extending the semantics to account for logical variables and track path constraints. A symbolic variable is always treated as already being in WHNF. Case statements on symbolic variables require splitting into multiple states.
Path constraints are always expressed in a normal form, which consist solely of data constructors, primitive types, symbolic variables, and primitive operators such as addition and multiplication. Case and lambda expressions are completely eliminated. This allows us to convert to SMT formulas, and find values satisfying the path constraints.
```

5. Challenge: Higher-Order Functions

Problem: How can we use SMT solvers with symbolic higher-order functions?

```haskell
> f :: (Int -> Int) -> Int -> Int
> f g x = g . g $ x
```

Haskell has lambda expressions and partial application—these complicate solutions such as defunctionalization.

Potential solution: Introduce symbolic functions as datatypes, and convert these to functions immediately. Suppose we have 3 functions:

```
> f :: Int -> Int
> g :: Int -> Int
> h :: (Int -> Int) -> Int -> Int
```

And aim to symbolically execute h. We introduce a new type and function:

```
> data TIntInt = F | G
> intIntConvert :: TIntInt -> (Int -> Int)
> intIntConvert F = f
> intIntConvert G = g
```

Then we run our symbolic execution with symbolic variables `x, y :: TIntInt` and `y :: Int on`:

```
> h (intIntConvert x) y
```

Path constraints will be generated based on the introduced type, rather than the function type.

Complication: What if we have a datatype with a function parameter?

```
> type TIntIntList = [TIntInt]
> walk :: TIntIntList' -> IntListInt
> walk [] = []
> walk (x:xs) = IntListCons x (walk xs)
```